Live your life a unique way

Lifestyle

Live your life a unique way with Domia Lifestyle

Live for today…

Welcome to a truly innovative way of living. Pioneering the boundaries of smart

Your convenience...

home technology, Domia Lifestyle is an ideal way to add value to your property and
enhance your way of life.

Access and control your digital home, whenever you want, from wherever you are in the world. Control all your devices at the
touch of a button via touch screens, web pads, televisions, PCs, Internet and mobile phones.
Your security...

Programme mood lighting and select music for a special evening wherever you are

Keep your home and family safe and secure. Stay informed of what is going on in and around your home while you are away.

in your home; minimise your electricity bill by managing the power usage of your

Receive alerts and images from your home at a remote location.

devices; control your heating and appliances while watching television; even monitor
your home from your favourite spot on the beach via your mobile phone!

Your comfort...
Manage your home entertainment systems from a central point and play chosen media where you are or where you want it. Set
lighting scenes to match your mood and activity, and chill out with climate control!

Finger tip control over lighting, climate, audio video, appliances, security and
surveillance, is only part of the Domia Lifestyle vision – a vision which allows you to

Your environment...

control your entire ‘digital home’ from a central point via a variety of smart interfaces

Save energy, money and the environment by managing the power and energy usage of lights and appliances. Programme your

seamlessly.

lights to come on only if motion is detected and appliances to power down as you leave for work.

Delivering intelligent technology for today’s living is now within reach of every
homeowner thanks to Domia Lifestyle. Flexible, modular and scaleable, Domia

Your choice...
grow and extend your system as your requirements and budget change with smart,
affordable and easily manageable technologies, limited only by your imagination.

Lifestyle provides a fully integrated smart living solution for all building types - from a
basic apartment system, through to fully integrated and bespoke high end networks
to fit the grandest of properties.

After all, it’s YOUR lifestyle...

It’s your lifestyle...
Whatever you want…
Your Domia Lifestyle is made up of a number of core applications which work
together to give you central control of your home. Each element that forms part of
our Lifestyle solutions offers functionality in one of the following seven key areas:

•

Lighting control

•

Security, surveillance & home monitoring

•

Device control

•

Audio video/ entertainment systems

•

Climate control (HVAC)

•

Access control

•

Energy management

Depending on your budget, the size of the property and the scale of the smart
home requirement, our installers will work with you to specify the most appropriate
combination of software and hardware for your project.

Affordable

Smart

Bespoke

Innovative
Simple
Flexible

Intuitive

Lighting Control
• Create powerful lighting effects and programme lighting moods for entertaining
		 – select low level lighting for a movie or something brighter for entertaining.
• Set your home to ‘goodnight mode’ - switch off and power down all lights and
		 appliances together at the touch of the button to save energy, money and 		
		 protect the environment.
• Set motion sensors to detect presence in the middle of the night, and switch on
		 low level lighting to guide sleepy children to the bathroom.

Audio Video/ Entertainment
• Browse the cover art of your music collection to select your chosen album with
		 an easy indexing and retrieval system for all of your music.
• Manage audio distribution throughout your home - listen to your music collection
		 in any room of the home.
• Wake up to your favourite track rather than a normal alarm tone.
• Configure simple events to have music come on throughout the house, from
		 pre-determined sources, at desired volume levels for each room.
• Catch up with distant relatives face to face with video communication via Skype

Security, Surveillance & Home Monitoring

		 or MSN.

• Be alerted to any intrusion while away from home, whether smoke, water or
		 intruder, via a text, image or an email alert.
• Keep an eye on your second home via the Internet or by mobile phone via a
		 network of CCTV cameras and/or webcams.
• Open and close your curtains from a remote location to simulate occupancy.

Climate Control
• Monitor and change thermostat settings to automatically adjust your home’s
		 temperature based on your family’s schedule and lifestyle.
• Set your bedroom temperature to raise automatically an hour before you get out
		 of bed.

Appliance Control
• Automatically turn off the children’s music and television at dinner time.

• As you step off the plane from a holiday, switch on heating or air conditioning at
		 your property using your mobile.

• Set your curtains to open and close and the lights to switch on and off every
		 day at dusk and dawn.
• If you’re worried you left the oven on, simply access your home via the Internet
		 or by mobile phone and switch it off remotely.
• Switch your hot tub on as you leave work so it’s ready for you to relax when
		 you get home.

Energy Management
• Make your home less expensive to run through sensible energy 		
		 management and save money off your bills.
• Set your home to power saving mode as you go off to work. A pre-defined
		 ‘scene’ opens the curtains, turns off the lights and sets the CCTV security
		 and alarm, as well as ensuring that devices in the home are set to power		 saving mode.

Wherever you want it…
Phone
Whichever smart functions you wish to include within your Lifestyle solution, Domia’s

Wherever you are, be it at work or on holiday Domia Lifestyle allows you to see the

unique range of user-friendly interfaces allows you to control all elements of your

status of your home and control it through your mobile, PDA or cell phone. From

entire smart home from one place - either locally or remotely.

the airport to the beach - close your curtains or check for any intrusion through this
convenient and mobile interface.

You can choose one, some or all of the interfaces below to interact with your system,
and there is no limit to the number of the same or different interfaces you can use.

Internet

Any change in the system is automatically communicated to the other interfaces,

Manage your home at any time from any remote location with Internet access. A

ensuring that the true state of your home is reflected to all users at any time.

web server allows you to view the status of your home or control any appliance
within it while you are away.

Touchscreens
Manage all your systems and devices from an intuitive, easy-to-use wall panel.

Voice

Configured with stable smart home software, the touchscreen interface is simple to

Voice control is a convenient and fun way to manage your home. Exceptionally simple

navigate and extremely responsive. The wall mounted version is both a functional and

to use and speaker independent, the system can be used by multiple people within

aesthetically pleasing addition to your digital home with its contemporary and sleek

the same household. Set commands such as “Turn lounge lights on” or “Set evening

design.

scene” and watch your home respond to your voice.

Television / Windows Media Center (Windows Vista & XP)

PC / Computer

No need to get up out of your seat. Use your remote control to manage your home

Our Windows based software allows you to easily configure, set up and maintain

through your television. Flick between media screens, device screens and CCTV

your digital home. With quick start wizards, full customisation and instant feedback,

screens to dim your lighting, monitor who is at the door or simply switch to another

this install anywhere interface gives you total secure control of your home. Pop it on a

DVD from the comfort of your sofa, all at the same time.

USB key and take it anywhere with you.

Making a difference…

A day in the life of Domia Lifestyle…
07:00 “Wake up!”

08:30 “Ready for work”

12:00 “Quick check on the house”

16:00 “Home later than planned”

Domia Ltd is Europe’s leading developer of home automation software, hardware
and lifestyle systems. Domia’s goal is to make home automation flexible, simple
and comprehensive by offering a completely integrated lifestyle product range.
The company integrates a vast array of smart applications such as audio & video,
lighting, climate control (HVAC), security and surveillance into complete and affordable
digital home solutions.

Slowly brightens up the lighting in the

At the touch of a button set your

Monitor real times image delivered

Set evening lighting to simulate

room and selects energising music to

home to “away mode” – lighting and

from your CCTV cameras installed

occupancy and delay heating by an

appliances are powered down to save

within your home via the internet.

hour to save energy.

energy while you are out and house

Mainly for extra peace of mind, after

Because our core software is integrated with existing world class technologies from

is secured through central locking and

all if intrusion is detected you’ll be

Microsoft and Intel, we can provide superior and/ or unique user interfaces such as

access control system.

informed via a text message.

Vista MCE, mobile phone and web interfaces.

19:30 “Guests Arrive”

23:30 “Goodnight”

ease your wake up. Blinds slowly open,
boiler kicks into life for a nice warm
shower and the kettle boils for an early
coffee.

18:00 “Back Home”

So what makes us different to other smart home providers?

We offer fast support times and software developed for the international market.
Because we use other people’s known technology platforms, our systems require
less training to use and are more intuitive than competitors.
Our system is designed in a form that has more modules at a wider variety of price
points, so you can customise and grow an entire solution in stages.

And the house knows you are! The

Scan through the cover art of your CD

It’s bedtime and at a touch of a button simply “switch off” your house. Courtesey

oven is now warming for dinner and

collection for appropriate music. Play

lighting guides you to the bathroom based on motion sensors during the night. Rest

Our middleware software is very flexible allowing you to use any equipment, in any

mood lighting has been set for a

exactly what you want to play in each

easy knowing you are protected by a variety of sensors such as fire, gas and water

system, from any supplier – seamlessly.

special evening.

room of the house.

all controlled via your Domia Lifestyle solution.

For further information about Domia Lifestyle please use the following contact details:
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